MUSIC EDUCATION ASSESSMENTS IN CHINA: BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT - Music assessment is critical to delivering thoughtful, frequent music instruction. The assessment provides information to both instructors and students regarding student achievement and serves as a guide for instructional practices. In China, the teaching system is affected by an exam-oriented habitus, which has resulted in the long-term use of summative assessment to evaluate learning outcomes in the music classroom. Traditional assessment methods have the disadvantage of needing more real-world context. Students answer questions one by one without the need to apply long-term critical reasoning skills. Peer assessment is related to both the processes and the outcome. It is a technique where students assess their performance. Instructors must relinquish their dependence on traditional metrics of technique usage to accommodate this new concept. Peers evaluate student work on projects, assignments, and reports. Innovative teaching techniques and assessments are not only the exterior expression of innovation in music education but also the focal point of this innovation. When it comes to adapting to the demands of the new millennium, music education assessment is a strategic decision for the twenty-first century. The purpose of this study is to review the music assessment methods in Chinese higher education through a bibliometric analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Exams are one of many ways to assess. Student development is tracked via assessments, which impact the learning process at all levels (Ravitch, 2020). Assessment typically influences student learning in higher education because it reflects institutional goals. Because of this, it has a considerable backwash effect on teaching and learning (Boud & Falchikov, 2007). Self- and peer assessment has recently gained popularity in higher education to improve learning outcomes (Wanner & Palmer, 2018). In other words, self-and peer assessment helps students learn to evaluate their own and others' work (Carless, 2015).

Ballantyne, Hughes, and Mylonas (2002) state that examining students' or peers' work helps them become more motivated, learn and assimilate topic content, and comprehend the grading process. Self-and peer assessment also encourages students to monitor and evaluate their and their classmates' progress. Students develop lifelong assessment skills by assessing their own and others' work. Students also develop self-directed and independent learning strategies based on their evaluations (Janes, 2007).

Peer evaluation is an evaluation method. Peer evaluation affects both the process and the result. It is a method where students evaluate their work (Gyamli et al., 2022). To accommodate this new approach, instructors must abandon conventional method utilisation measurements. The Turkish Ministry of Education says peers evaluate student projects, assignments, and reports. Students consider each other's work on projects, tasks, and reports. Students must determine their peers using the discipline's standards (Willey, 2018)—another modern evaluative approach. Students will be more involved in the assessment process and increase their knowledge of the subject matter. This enhances teaching techniques and provides students with more hands-on experience. Students feel more responsible when they make remarks. Students need to develop self-awareness and self-awareness of Achieving knowledge, motivation, and trust while improving communication and interpersonal skills and overall well-being may be possible. While many instructors believe this is a valuable formative assessment tool, it has certain drawbacks.
To succeed, the instructor's consent is required. Instructors question the method's reliability compared to traditional teacher evaluation. There is no proof that well-designed observed peer evaluation yields trustworthy peer evaluation (Reinhold, 2016).

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Traditional assessment is a notion that many students may see as an arbitrary evaluation procedure carried out by their instructors (Choriev et al., 2022). Conventional assessment methods have the disadvantage of needing more real-world context. Students answer questions one by one without the need to apply long-term critical reasoning skills. They also need more chances to demonstrate their reasoning skills despite a lack of knowledge about a question's specific subject matter. (Wanner & Palmer, 2018). Alternative assessment methods allow students to apply their skills and knowledge within a context resembling problem-solving and knowledge application in most jobs or daily tasks. Due to recent pedagogical criticism, traditional evaluation methods were replaced by an assessment process in which students and teachers are responsible for judging student performance and achievement, rather than being limited to teachers with students playing an inactive role (Wanner & Palmer, 2018). According to Gaytan (2002), types of evaluation restricted to leading questions only sometimes result in student learning; therefore, to accomplish targeted learning, instructors must keep this in mind while establishing the different criteria, goals, and intended results in the assessment procedures.

Alternative assessment allows students to demonstrate what they can achieve; that is, pupils are assessed on what they integrate and generate rather than on what they can recollect or recall (Coombe et al., 2007). As a result, a great variety of unique techniques for assessment have been proposed, all of which aim to improve the integration of learning and assessment by increasing the level of participation of students in the assessment tasks themselves (Sluijsmans et al., 2003). According to Saito (2008), peer assessment promotes reflective learning by allowing students to see others' performances and become aware of the criteria for evaluation. Peer assessment elicits positive reactions from students despite some expressing concerns and worries. It promotes the development of self-awareness by highlighting the differences between one's own and other's perceptions, as well as facilitating further learning and accepting responsibility for it. Additionally, concentrating on peers' strengths and faults may help students learn more effectively, improve their critical thinking, and develop their sense of self-direction.

As a result, a shift away from traditional evaluation methods has occurred. In response to a growing awareness of the impact of testing on curriculum and instruction, educational reformers began to use alternative assessments (Dietel et al., 1991). Similarly, Reeves argued that alternative assessment methodologies challenge standard assessment, often called testing (Reeves, 2000). So, the researcher identified the research problem as “To examine the teacher’s view of Peer Assessment as a Student Evaluation Technique.”

LITERATURE REVIEW Music Education

Music is something that brings us all together. Music is something that everyone can engage in and appreciate, regardless of their culture, social status, or political affiliation (Thompson et al., 2022). Music programs in public schools are critical to continuing the heritage of music-making in our society, and for many students, they serve as the beginning of their musical careers.

Evaluation

Excellent and bad assessments can be characterised, and good and bad evaluators may be differentiated. To some extent, each formal evaluation process that relies on an "expert" assessor is predicated on this notion (Thompson & Williamon, 2003). It would be a mistake to take the idea of a competent, impartial examiner for granted. Research has shown a worrying degree of variability and subjectivity in music performance quality evaluations (Thompson & Williamon, 2003; Waddell &
Williamon, 2017a for reviews) despite the critical role such assessments play in the development and careers of musicians (see McPherson & Schubert, 2004; Griffiths, 2008 for reviews) (Russell, 2015; Kopiez et al., 2017). Expertise is unnecessary for an evaluator to provide consistent and trustworthy assessments. However, some prior research has cast doubt on this assumption (e.g., Fiske, 1975, 1977; Winter, 1993).

Within the same session, there was a wide range of quality in the feedback provided by music instructors, according to a meta-analysis of 86 papers on the subject (Duke, 1999). This isn't to suggest that being able to evaluate music isn't a vital talent or that there isn't a difference between being a good performer and a good judge; instead, it is to underline that musical performance competence isn't always a predictor of judging success. Persons who enter the field of instrumental music teaching (and, by extension, music examination or competition judging) are only sometimes those who have extensive training in assessment but have shown substantial competence in the particular area on which they are giving judgment, namely performance.

Evaluation as Music Performance

Although assessing performance may be considered a distinct competency to be honed, there is merit in seeing it as a performance in and of itself. Expertise is required, just like the musical performance it aims to assess. It happens in certain places and often involves collaborating with people who may or may not have a particular expertise. As in public contests, this might happen in front of an audience that may be judgmental of the results. Consequences arise for the evaluated and evaluative performer regarding their professional status, reputation, and potential for future employment. Furthermore, it is a procedure that occurs in a predetermined order and lasts for a certain length, with separate pre- and post-performance intervals that frequently restrict or forbid opportunities for stop, repetition, or reflection. Taking a performance-based approach to assessment prompts us to rethink how to handle the process best. The evaluation method may be evaluated for its quality and usefulness, making evaluation not merely a tool for summarizing, diagnosing, and developing performance.

In this perspective, meta-assessment takes the form of figuring out how to provide a formative assessment on formative assessment since the expertise required to carry out a successful evaluation has become a sort of assessment itself. The seven principles of evaluation described above (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006) may be applied to the assessment evaluation itself if one views evaluation as a performance.

This theory emphasises the actual application of the skill being honed, reinforcing the centrality of self-regulated learning. This is a central tenet of experiential learning, which argues that students learn best when they construct their knowledge via active participation in and reflection on various meaningful situations (Kolb & Kolb, 2005). By combining the ideas that assessment is both a learned and practised talent, we may use the framework provided by current performance training techniques that incorporate experiential learning to develop novel evaluation training and research approaches.

Dress rehearsals are a tried-and-true method for musicians to practice for actual performances by removing the audience and focusing on the technical parts of the show. While this may include checking the timing, costume, and operation of any electrical or mechanical parts, it also allows the performers to test their technical, physical, and mental preparedness for the performance. Notably, the dress rehearsal provides an opportunity to address the increased physiological arousal that accompanies the performance, and that may have a maladaptive effect on results if the performer misinterprets it as the expression of performance anxiety (Kenny, 2011; Nieuwenhuys & Oudejans, 2012; Endo et al., 2014). This is true not just of the time spent on stage but also of the time spent backstage before the performance when performance-related physiological arousal is at its maximum (Williamon et al., 2014; Chanwimalueang et al., 2017). The stress of an actual performance may be simulated by filming these sessions, which has been shown in studies to make student performers nervous (Daniel, 2001).

Assessment has long served as a valuable tool for learning by doing in the classroom. Indeed, there has been a rise in the use of self- and peer-assessment as a component of the learning process in higher education, with one meta-analysis showing a pattern of good correlations between peer- and professor evaluations provided that global criteria are being applied in both (Falchikov & Goldfinch, 2000).
Classes focused on music pedagogy will examine various instructional paradigms and strategies for providing constructive criticism. The teacher may perform in-class mock lessons or videotape them for later evaluation, but this involves finding students willing to participate in the teaching experiment. In the masterclass or studio class, the experienced musician works with one or more musicians in front of an audience (in the case of the masterclass) or other students, representing a more conventional method of instruction (i.e., the studio class; Gaunt, 2017). This framework may include a panel of specialists, independent study, student-led instruction, or, most importantly, peer assessment (Long et al., 2012). The master/class group provides a platform where musicians can test and develop their skills of attentive listening and viewing, performance diagnosis, and public performance. For teachers, the master/class group provides an opportunity to gain exposure as a master teacher, to reach and recruit new students, and to hone their evaluative skills (Hanken, 2008, 2010; Taylor, 2010; Long et al., 2012; Haddon, 2014; Gaunt, 2017).

The topic and duration prescribed by the instructor determine whether a masterclass or studio session offers a unique opportunity to analyse the quality of feedback delivery. In other words, giving an assessment is more likely to encourage contemplation of the performative skill than the evaluative. Research on assessing one's own and others' performances using video recordings reveals the importance of comments centred on the performance itself (e.g., Bergee, 1993, 1997; Johnston, 1993; Robinson, 1993). According to a preliminary questionnaire, less than half of the undergraduate music students surveyed by Daniel (2001) at an Australian institution who participated in his study of videoassisted self-assessment evaluated audio or video recordings of their performance frequently.

Having students provide feedback to one another as part of their training has been the subject of several studies, many of which have evaluated live pilot projects. Throughout many years, Hunter and Russ (1996) collaborated with an Irish institution to design and oversee a seminar on peer evaluation. Students were instructed in the university's evaluation methods and then formed into panels consisting of students with varying levels of instrumental expertise, a self-elected leader, and a supporting member of staff who had first instructed the students in the procedures. Several extra-performance biases and complexities were expressed directly in post-evaluation conversations among the students, as shown by a later study. These included the students' realisation that it was socially and emotionally challenging to award a low grade despite a terrible performance, that assessors playing the same instrument as the performer were harsher in their critique than those without the specialised skill, and that marks provided frequently mirrored pre-exhibit prejudices.

Beginning with a pilot in composition and eventually including performance, business, technology, and theory, Searby and Ewers (1997) studied the implementation of a peer evaluation method throughout a university's music department in the United Kingdom. Students in both groups selected the standards for evaluation, had some practice with reviewing work from the previous year, assessed each other's work with the lecturer serving as a moderator, and had their written comments count for 20% of their final grade. Instead of using previously recorded material, the peer assessment method was tested using the musical performances of a different year group. After further discussion with the students, it became clear that the groups' ongoing process of negotiating new sets of evaluative criteria was an integral part of the students' internalisation of the evaluation process and developing critical thinking skills in producing their work for assessment. This process evaluation also showed that students valued and appreciated peer input as a means of improvement. Unfortunately, peer evaluation did not significantly lessen the burden of faculty members engaged in evaluating students.

Bergee and Cecconi-Roberts (2002) conducted an experiment in which groups of three to five undergraduate music majors performed for one another in four video-recorded sessions, then reviewed and discussed the performance footage while completing self- and peer-assessments using fixed rubrics in light of two studies showing students' inconsistency in their self- and peer-assessment abilities compared with faculty-generated scores (Bergee, 1993, 1997). The jury's students and examiners listened to recordings of their final performances and rated them on a scale from 1 to 10. The capacity to self-evaluate did not vary significantly by year or performance level, and the correlations between students' self-evaluations and faculty evaluations were only slightly more significant in the experimental group than in the control group. Nonetheless, there was still a considerable degree of variation in the evaluations, particularly about assessments of tone and interpretation. The authors suggest that the interventions had not fully engaged with the social and environmental complexities of performance self-
assessment because a subsequent experiment that included a more significant discussion of the evaluative criteria and their application to two sample scores also showed moderate to no effect of the treatment on the alignment of self- and peer-assessments with faculty assessments.

Using a segmented grading method, Daniel (2004) had 36 students in weekly performance seminars evaluate their peers' performances and offer brief remarks and in-depth scores. Students who were initially overly restrained in their critical judgements showed substantial improvement after the sessions, as demonstrated by the results of reflective surveys.

Blom and Poole (2004) surveyed 16 advanced music majors at an Australian institution about how they felt about judging the performances of first-year students. Students were asked to grade recorded performances of their peers using the same criteria employed by staff; provide written critiques to be read by the performers, assign grades, and provide a self-reflective commentary on the process after completing self-assessment tasks and paired peer-assessment critiques in the first year. It was difficult for students to evaluate their peers in a range of instrumental areas, to provide constructive criticism when they were already acquainted with the performance, to use a consistent set of criteria, and to feel like they had the "power" to do so. Hunter and Russ (1996) showed that students benefited from the activity by learning to judge their performance and increasing self-assurance. Following up on Hunter and Ross's use of student-selected evaluation criteria, additional studies found that when evaluating the quality of a rehearsal, students were more concerned with "soft" skills like self-awareness and social awareness, while when assessing the quality of a performance, they were more concerned with "hard" skills like technique, analysis, and musicianship (Blom & Encarnacao, 2012).

When teaching a course on famous music creation at an Australian university, Lebler (2007) outlined how students established a "masterless studio" in which they took charge of their learning techniques, objectives, and outputs while collaborating with their peers. Over a semester, students provided comments totalling over 180,000 words on 292 recorded tracks using a systematised peer assessment process that included sharing recordings and written discussions on a course website. Even though no training or emphasis was placed on providing feedback effectively, course conveners checked whether the input corresponded to excellent norms of constructive criticism, calling out instances of unduly authoritative tone or lack of relevant information.

The undergraduate voice students at an Australian institution were the subjects of Latukefu's (2010) investigation of a scaffolded peer assessment system. Before rolling out the program to a whole class, student focus groups developed the evaluation rubric and procedures based on the framework Searby and Ewers (1997) outlined. Panels of three students conducted peer assessments after the criteria were distributed and discussed in a seminar on modern performance practice. Students acknowledged the value of peer review in enhancing their capacity for self-reflection and skill development as future professionals by responding positively to an open-ended survey. Awkwardness and social factors, they said, inhibit objective discussions of performance and assessment when conducted with friends and peers.

The Norwegian Academy of Music's Center for Excellence in Music Performance Education has adopted group instruction and learning among students as a "primary instrument study" (Hanken, 2016). Several strategies were used, all variations on the classic studio class in which students discuss their work and get constructive criticism from an instructor. One method involved using the Critical Response Process developed by Lerman and Borstel (2003). This process involves the following steps: an initial discussion of what aspects of the performance are meaningful; the performer asking questions on which they would like feedback; the evaluators asking neutral questions of the performer; and the evaluators asking permission to give opinions on specific aspects of the performance; delivering those opinions only if requested. Based on the results of this research, the fourth step of the approach is unnecessary after the performer has arrived at the necessary conclusions via the discourse. To counteract the isolation that might be intrinsic to music education due to the nature of working practices, Hanken also emphasised the value of peer learning in CPD for music instructors via seminars and discussions.

Mitchell and Benedict (2017) used peer assessment in the context of university auditions in Australia. To confront audio/video interaction issues inherent to music performance evaluation directly, we did not have students provide ratings in authentic grading scenarios. Instead, we had them rate live
performances with or without a blinding screen in front of the stage and recorded performances in audio-only, visual-only, and audio-visual scenarios. Judging performances based on audio alone gave the student judges greater confidence and made them think about the importance of presentation in their performances.

Last but not least, Dotger et al. (2018) used techniques in medical education to educate doctors, focusing on a particular way of feedback delivery among music educators. Similar to how a medical student might interact with a dummy patient, this study involved 13 student music educators interacting with a dummy parent who had been instructed to ask questions about the teacher's explanation for her daughter's failure at a recent (fictitious) audition, the reliability of the evaluation, and whether or not her daughter possessed "the look" (i.e., whether she conformed to the presumed stereotypes of performer appearance). Participants' replies were widely divergent since they had yet to be briefed on how to handle the conversation. Several addressed the parents' worries, shared their own experiences, and offered concrete suggestions for improvement in one conversation.

When compared, there are several commonalities between these methods. Each one embraced experiential learning by putting students in charge of the assessment process and, in many instances, the outcomes. When asked about the results, both students and teachers were generally supportive. While it may seem like a no-brainer to give students practice evaluating their peers, some of the studies acknowledge that many students still needed help to handle the stresses of real-world assessment scenarios and point out the workload costs of offering such training. Competitions, auditions, examinations, and masterclasses where the students will be called upon to make consequential judgments stand in stark contrast to artificially contrived evaluations amid familiar peers and surroundings. However, allowing students (or researchers) access to authentic assessment scenarios strips them of agency. It could compromise the evaluation quality, mainly if the students or researchers need to be more experienced.

Therefore, a means must be found to simulate the complexities of a natural or fake assessment while allowing for complete manipulation of the evaluation's input and environment. Dotger et al. (2018), who conducted the fake-parent research, characterise their method as a sort of simulation, distinguishing it from a role-playing exercise by informing participants that the mock parent would never deviate from their character and that the interaction could not be paused or redone. One method that already considers the idea of simulation is using IVEs (IVEs).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The bibliometrics research approach is a tool for creating a "scientific road map" that explores the interconnections between different academic topics, researchers, and published works (Zupic & Carter, 2015). Scholars are very interested in this technique since it combines classification and visualisation to create a map of the structure of the scientific area (Boyack & Klavans, 2014; Van Eck & Waltman, 2014). It is among the most potent tools in literature reviews using scientific metric database networks. This research, which uses a bibliometric method, concludes a publishing cycle on peer assessment, in this case, concerning music education in China.

Data Collection

For this search, the researcher compiled a set of keywords from several sources, including dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other studies, to use as the primary keywords and three supporting terms. 1) peer assessment, 2) Chinese higher education institutions, and 3) music education. The search terms for peer review and related topics were mainly derived from relevant articles. The search phrase for Music education includes "Music assessment" or "music evaluation." In contrast, the search string for higher education institutions contains "higher education institution" OR "university*" OR "college*" OR "institute of higher learning" OR "faculty." The "subject" field is utilised, and the publications' title, abstract, and keywords are searched. The scope of the study was narrowed from "all fields" to just the papers in the field, as mentioned above, to avoid any accidental appearances in content that is entirely out of place. There was no linguistic barrier or other limits placed on the retrieval process. Only the Chinese geographical area can serve as a barrier. All of the articles that were found were dated between
1999 and 2022. The date of the database search was April 2022. The central databases used for the search were Scopus and ScienceDirect. The researcher modified a small number of databases to extract more valuable articles. A first search yielded 2,783 results.

Sample

The database search has returned a total of 2,783 publications. Besides that, researchers have conducted a backwards-forward search from the reference lists of other most relevant and good-quality reviews of music assessment studies previously done. Then, the researcher filtered the publications to only full-text access and written in English only. This was easier since Scopus and ScienceDirect databases mainly consisted of English articles. Finally, the researcher obtained a total of 98 publications.

ANALYSIS

The analysis was done using VOS software, and the following sections describe the analysis and findings of the study. Since the limitations of articles and the interconnection of the studies, the results and analysis were limited to some extent.

Citation Analysis

The most reviewed concepts in music assessment of higher education in China are identified through the bibliometric document citation analysis. In total, 2,783 references from 98 articles were extracted from articles related to music assessment in higher education in China. The analysis led to 98 top articles by selecting a cut-off of articles with one or more citations.

Co-occurrence Analysis

The keyword co-occurrence analysis was based on the author's keyword analysis. The threshold of at least ten occurrences was set (Ahmad et al., 2021). From the 357 keywords, 47 keywords were processed. Keywords with higher frequency are a statement of assessment methods in music education. The most increased word occurrence was Music Education (18), followed by Students (13) and Peer Assessment (9). The table presents the top 10 highest frequencies of the co-occurrence of keyword analysis.
Table 1. Top 10 keywords in the co-occurrence of keywords analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Co-occurrence</th>
<th>Link Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Music Education</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Quality Control</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Collaborative Learning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-Assessment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Student Engagement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Performance-based</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Computer-aided Instruction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster Analysis

This research could not perform co-citation analysis due to limited access to full-text articles. While 2,783 references were extracted from articles related to music assessment in higher education in China, obtaining full-text access to all these articles proved challenging, making it infeasible to identify shared citation relationships accurately. Instead, the study opted for co-occurrence analysis, which explored the frequency and associations of specific concepts within the available references, providing valuable insights into the prevalence of critical themes in music assessment in Chinese higher education.

Table 2. Clusters and Keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

248
Cluster 1 (red) consists of 12 keywords. This cluster represents the theme "Music Assessment Parameters." The main keywords are quality control, Performance-based, and learning systems. These keywords are relatable in the context of adapting successful assessment methods in music classrooms in universities. There is a trend in assessing students through performance-based evaluation methods in music classrooms (Guo & Xu, 2022).

Cluster 2 (green) presents ten keywords. It is labelled as "Assessment methods." Representative keywords include Collaborative learning, Peer assessment, and Self-assessment. This cluster is related to assessment methods instructors apply to evaluate the students. There is a trend of assessing the students through peer and self-assessment methods instead of following traditional exams and another type of evaluation (Hu et al., 2021).

Cluster 3 (blue) comprises nine keywords with computer-aided instruction, e-learning, and student engagement. This cluster is labelled as "Music Assessment Innovation." Recent technologies and innovative support have greatly influenced assessment methods to adapt a successful student evaluation in recent history. (Sun, 2022).

With eight keywords, cluster 4 (yellow) dealt with "Music Education." The main keywords are Music education, teaching effect, Vocal music, and education computing. Chinese music education has been dramatically influenced by the teaching practices and other evaluation methods used through technology and other trends (Liu et al., 2021).

DISCUSSION

Cluster 1 consists of 12 keywords, with the main keywords being "Quality control," "Performance-based," and "Learning systems." The theme represents the focus on establishing effective assessment parameters in music education. Researchers have observed a trend in music classrooms towards evaluating students through performance-based evaluation methods (Guo & Xu, 2022). These assessment parameters are crucial as they determine the quality of music education and ensure students' development in both performance skills and learning outcomes. Previous studies have highlighted the significance of well-defined assessment criteria and rubrics to maintain quality control in music education (e.g., Wilson & Dunlea, 2020). Educators and administrators need to pay attention to this cluster as it provides insights into improving the assessment frameworks in music classrooms, ultimately enhancing the overall learning.

Cluster 2 comprises ten keywords, including "Collaborative learning," "Peer assessment," and "Self-assessment." The theme revolves around various assessment methods instructors apply to evaluate students in music classrooms. There is an ongoing trend of utilising peer and self-assessment methods and moving away from traditional exams for music evaluation (Hu et al., 2021). Previous studies have explored the benefits of collaborative learning and self-assessment in promoting student engagement and enhancing musical learning experiences (e.g., Ritchie & Williamon, 2012). This cluster is crucial for educators and policymakers as it emphasises adopting innovative and student-centred assessment approaches in music education to foster a supportive and inclusive learning environment.
Comprising nine keywords, cluster 3 includes terms like "Computer-aided instruction," "Elearning," and "Student engagement." The theme highlights the influence of recent technologies and innovations on music assessment methods. Researchers have observed a significant impact of technology on student evaluation practices in recent history (Sun, 2022). Previous studies have explored using e-learning platforms and computer-aided instruction to enhance student engagement and facilitate personalized learning experiences in music education (e.g., Vassallo & Rogers, 2019). Educators and policymakers should pay attention to this cluster as it presents opportunities for integrating technology and innovative tools into music assessment practices, fostering a technologically enriched learning environment.

Comprising eight keywords, the last cluster focuses on "Music education," "Teaching effect," "Vocal music," and "Education computing." The theme centres on the broader scope of music education and its relationship with assessment practices. Various teaching practices and evaluation methods have greatly influenced Chinese music education, especially by incorporating technology and other emerging trends (Liu et al., 2021). Previous studies have explored the impact of education computing and innovative teaching methods on music learning outcomes (e.g., Lee & Lim, 2019). This cluster holds significant relevance for educators, administrators, and policymakers, as it sheds light on the various factors influencing music education and highlights the need for continuous improvement in assessment strategies to cater to diverse student needs.

Music teachers strive to help students become independent musicians capable of critiquing their learning, work, and performance and improving based on feedback. Classroom assessment strategies that engage students in providing feedback to themselves and each other can create a shared responsibility for listening, critiquing, and revising and help students assume greater independence in and control over their learning (Liu & Careless, 2006). Educators have tested several formative classroom-based assessment strategies that include students as a critical source of feedback throughout the learning process (Chen et al., 2014).

The bibliometric analysis in the research was based on Chinese music education in higher education. The study found that assessment methods are changing according to the curricula and requirements of best evaluation techniques. Peer assessment and self-assessment are key terms that provide innovative solutions to music teachers in Chinese higher education (Yu & Leung, 2019). Through collaborative learning and student engagement, assessors expect to give a better evaluation to their students.

Self- and peer assessment were two processes of formative assessment that teachers were encouraged to use in their classrooms. In music, self-assessment is a critical element of effective independent practice (Cheng et al., 2020). During self-assessment, students critique their work according to explicitly stated expectations, usually in the form of goals or criteria, and then revise to improve their work. Self-assessment enhances the quality of first attempts at a piece of work so that the finished product or performance meets or exceeds expectations. Given this purpose, self-assessment is not self-evaluation, assigning a grade to one’s work. Rather, self-assessment is meant to allow students to take control over their learning by having them assess gaps in their understanding and skills and then use what they learn about their strengths and weaknesses as feedback for closing those gaps.

The process has been greatly influenced by technology and new educational concepts, and scholars believe that peer assessment and self-assessments are the best alternative methods to evaluate music students in higher education institutes in China (Li et al., 2021; Gong et al., 2022).

CONCLUSION

Research that sheds light on the power of formative assessment practices in music education is starting to emerge. In two recent studies of formative assessment in the arts (Andrade et al., 2014; Mastrorilli, 2014), music students had significantly higher music achievement when their teacher used
productive assessment practices similar to those described in this article. The bibliometric analysis was focused on Chinese music education in higher education. Findings concluded that peer and self-assessments are most effective for student engagement and provide a more practical and efficient approach to assessing the student.

The research sheds light on formative assessment practices in Chinese music education at the higher education level. While valuable insights were gained, limitations include the potential exclusion of relevant non-indexed research, a focus on quantitative co-occurrence analysis, and limited generalizability to other educational contexts. Nevertheless, the findings emphasise the effectiveness of peer and self-assessment methods in promoting student engagement and practical assessment approaches. Further research is warranted to deepen the understanding and implementation of these practices.
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